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cf.) S. Aoki’s talk 21aBQ-2 
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 Midwest Conference on Theoretical Physics. Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA (1960) 
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Did Nambu just “import” concept from 
condensed matter physics to

high energy physics?

cf.) H. Aoki’s talk 21aBQ-4
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Philip W.  Anderson
condensed matter theorist with
 many seminal contributions

Nobel prize 1977 for “Anderson localization” 



Anderson and Symmetry Breaking
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Anderson made several pioneering contributions which
   became basis for works of Nambu, Higgs, …..
- some precursory findings for Nambu-Goldstone modes
- non-relativistic version of “(Anderson)-Higgs mechanism” in 

superconductors
- conjectured the relativistic version of (Anderson)-Higgs mechanism
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Proceedings of
Conference on Gauge Theories and Modern Field Theory
at Northeastern University, Boston, September 26-27, 1975



History of NG Modes?
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Anderson’s 1952 Paper
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Studied the ground state and excitations in Heisenberg 
antiferromagnets (with global SU(2) symmetry)

- developed the “spin-wave” formulation, to find the gapless 
excitations with linear (relativistic) dispersion in the SSB phase  
(i.e. “type A” Nambu-Goldstone mode!)

- pointed out that the fluctuation destroys the long-range order 
in one dimension (example of Mermin-Wagner-Coleman theorem!)

- clarified the relation between the finite-size spectrum and  
spontaneous symmetry breakings

| 0i =
X

|broken symmetry statesi
finite-size ground state:  SU(2) symmetric (singlet)

quasi-degenerate ground states in finite size system
   (“Anderson tower of states”)
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- discussed gauge invariance in superconductivity
- found gapless “phonon” excitation with linear (relativistic)  

dispersion (“type A” Nambu-Goldstone mode!)  
if the Coulomb interaction (U(1) gauge field) is not introduced

- pointed out that the “phonon” excitation is actually gapped 
once the Coulomb interaction (U(1) gauge field) is introduced 
(non-relativistic version of (Anderson)-Higgs mechanism!)

cf.) Nambu’s 1960 paper on superconductivity
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694 = page number of Anderson’s 1952 paper (spin wave)
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694 = page number of Anderson’s 1952 paper (spin wave)

Anderson did not even cite his own paper on
 spin wave (=Nambu-Goldstone mode) in
his closely related paper on superconductivity!



 What does this mean?
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Anderson (and condensed matter physicists) had found 
 spontaneous symmetry breaking in quantum many-body problems, 
 Nambu-Goldstone modes, and even Higgs mechanism 
before 1960  
(= Midwest Conference and submission of NJL paper)

However, apparently each concrete problem was separately
dealt with, and there was no unifying viewpoint
  — they did not understand what they were doing :-)

cf.) Landau theory
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- largely a “reformulation” of theory of superconductivity
in terms of field theory

- laid the ground for the spontaneous symmetry breaking 
   in high-energy physics (“Nambu Jona-Lasinio”)

     also had a profound influence (I believe!) on
     how we look at
            condensed matter physics/quantum many-body problem  
      — unifying viewpoint based on general principles such as           
                              symmetry and its spontaneous breaking

Nambu’s 1960 paper on superconductivity
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very different style from
his papers just a few years
earlier —
presumably influenced by
Nambu

conjectured
the relativistic version of
Anderson-Higgs mechanism



My encounter with “Nambu Physics”
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Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain

S =1/2, 3/2, 5/2........
“massless” = gapless, power-law decay of spin correlations

S =1, 2, 3, .....

“massive” = non-zero gap, exponential decay of spin correlations

Haldane conjecture  (1981)

derived from a mapping to field theory!
  (a major product of
           condensed matter - field theory correspondence)



AKLT model/state
e.g. S=1

Exact groundstate: (Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki 1987)

Singlet pair of two S=1/2’s -“valence bonds”

✓non-zero gap, exponential decay of correlations

(supporting the Haldane conjecture)

Symmetrization of two S=1/2’s ⇒ S=1
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Magnetization process of antiferromagnet
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(at T=0 )
classical picture

H
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(at T=0 )
classical picture
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Typical Magnetization Curve
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H

m
saturated (gapped)

gapless



Magnetization Plateau
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H

m

magnetization
plateau

gapless

gapless
(gapped)

gapped phase (magnetization plateau)
   appearing at a special value of the magnetization?!



Generic Quantum Phase Diagram
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ga
p

Phase I Phase II

critical point (gapless)

Critical point = gapless

RG fixed point
There is always a 
  relevant perturbation!

We have to fine-tune 
  the coupling to 
  achieve the criticality

RG flow



Puzzle in Magnetization Process
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Generic (non-plateau) part of the magnetization curve is gapless,
    in apparent contradiction to the general principles

What is “protecting” the gapless behavior during 
        the magnetization process?

General mechanism to protect gaplessness:  
  - Nambu-Goldstone theorem for systems with a spontaneously 
      broken continuous symmetry  
                (not always applicable to the magnetization process!)  
  - what else?

asking this kind of question is  
   already an influence of Nambu!



Commensurability Mechanism
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commensurate density

particle density (# of particle/site)

# of sites/ 
  unit cell of the g.s.

# of particles/unit cell of the g.s.

particles may be “locked” to form
an insulator, with a finite gap
 (quantized magnetization plateau!)

incommensurate density
particles are mobile, forming a conductor with
gapless excitations

Quantum spin system ⇔  Quantum many-particle system on lattice

n(S �m) =

M.O, Yamanaka, Affleck 1997 
“Lieb-Schultz-Mattis-Oshikawa-Hastings theorem” 
Luttinger theorem etc. etc.
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Nambu deserves the credit for the fruitful idea,
   which also influenced deeply  
        how we look at condensed matter physics —
        in a manner as natural these days as breathing air

   and I personally owe so much to his idea!

… and vice versa!!


